
CS 763  F20 A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 6: More on Convex Hull

Plan for the next two lectures

- definitions of convex hull in any dimension, and more about convex polyhedra

- divide and conquer for convex hull in 3D

- randomized algorithm for convex hull in any dimension

Introduction Complexity Gift wrapping Divide and conquer Incremental algorithm References

Complexity of the Convex Hull

Given a set S of n points in Rn what is maximum #edges on
CH(S)?

Bernard Chazelle [1990]: CH of n points in Rd in optimal
worst-case is O

1
n log n + nÂ d

2 Ê
2
. Bound by Seidel[1981].

Slides by: Roger Hernando Covex hull algorithms in 3D

Recall
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A convex polyhedron (in dimension d) is a bounded intersection of half-spaces 

Equivalent definitions of Convex Hull of a set of points S

1. intersection of all convex sets containing S

2. intersection of all half-spaces containing S

3. all convex combinations of points in S

4. A convex polyhedron P (polygon in 2D) with vertices from S and such that 
all points of S are inside P

A polyhedron has vertices, edges, faces, . . . 

Recall
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Face of a polyhedron

Recall
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The face lattice of a convex polyhedron

Recall
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Size of convex hull of n points in d-dimensions

Recall from last day: in 3D the number of faces (facets) and size of face lattice are 
O(n) by Euler’s formula.

McMullen’s Upper bound Theorem
For a convex polyhedron in d dimensions (d fixed) with n vertices the worst case 
number of faces is  

The number of facets has the same bound (we get a 2d constant appearing).

In fact, McMullen gave more exact bounds — the above asymptotic bound is easier 
to show https://graphics.stanford.edu/courses/cs268-11-spring/notes/upper_bound_theorem.pdf

d = 4 matters!  One application of 4D convex hull is to find 3D Delaunay triangulations.

For d = 2,3  bound is Θ(n).  
For d = 4,5  bound is Θ(n2)
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The bound of                  is realized by a cyclic polytope — the convex hull of n 
points on the moment curve

moment curve = 

Place n points on the moment curve.  

Claim.  The number of facets of their convex hull is  

in 2D in 4D

Can prove:

- every pair         gives an edge of the CH, 
  so #edges is 

- every 4-tuple                     gives a facet of the CH, 
  so #facets is  
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[Randomized] Incremental Convex Hull Algorithm

We will describe the algorithm for 3D though it does extend to general dimensions.

Assume no 4 points lie on a plane (this means that all faces will be triangles).
See [CGAA] book for details on more general case.

Idea:  Add the points one by one in random order.

[CGAA]

pi

pi

Hi-1          

Hi          

new facehorizon
edge

Goal:  Give details and prove expected runtime is O(n log n ).
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Idea:  Add the points one by one in random order.

[CGAA]

pi

pi

Hi-1          

Hi          

new facehorizon
edge

Imagine the new point pi as a light source.
Some faces are lit — we remove those.
Some faces are dark — we keep those.

A horizon edge is incident to one lit face and one dark face.
New faces join pi  to horizon edges.

Note that pi  is not in the plane of a face of Hi -1 by our general position assumption.
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Algorithm

1. take a random order of the points  p1 . . . pn 

2. form a tetrahedron H4 on p1 p2 p3 p4

3. for i = 5 . . n

4. if pi  is inside Hi -1 do nothing else

5. locate a face F lit by pi 

6. find and delete all faces lit by pi  

7. for each horizon edge, make a new face to pi 

Straight-forward implementation and analysis: 

Ex: Find an example (with bad ordering of points) where the algorithm takes Θ(n2 )
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[Randomized] Incremental Convex Hull Algorithm

We will describe the algorithm for 3D though it does extend to general dimensions.

Assume no 4 points lie on a plane (this means that all faces will be triangles).
See [CGAA] book for details on more general case.

Idea:  Add the points one by one in random order.

[CGAA]

pi

pi

Hi-1          

Hi          

new facehorizon
edge
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Deal separately with lines 6 - 7 and lines 4 - 5.

Lines 6 - 7

3. for i = 5 . . n
4. if pi  is inside Hi -1 do nothing else
5. locate a face F lit by pi 
6. find and delete all faces lit by pi   
7. for each horizon edge, make a new face to pi 

Theorem.  For points in random order the expected run time is O(n log n ).
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- line 6 - find lit faces by using Depth first search
from F .

This takes time 0(# lit faces)
- delete lit faces n i,

Ai = # faces added in iteration i

Total work Cm lines 6-7)
O CE Ai ) because work to deletea face

can be charged to adding theface .
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Lemma. [Clarkson, Shor 1989] In 3D, if points are added in random order then the 
expected value of  Ai  is  O(1).  Ai = # faces added in iteration i .

Proof.
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[Randomized] Incremental Convex Hull Algorithm

We will describe the algorithm for 3D though it does extend to general dimensions.

Assume no 4 points lie on a plane (this means that all faces will be triangles).
See [CGAA] book for details on more general case.

Idea:  Add the points one by one in random order.

[CGAA]

pi

pi

Hi-1          

Hi          

new facehorizon
edge
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Thus OCEAI) is expected value Ocn) .

Backwards Analysis .

Consider Hi = CHC Ep ,
- r - pi })

Ai =# faces added = degree of pi

iseearwahbfaikeubagecapaiieamteaegntetoia vertex of Hi
what is average degree of a vertex inaplanargsaphifact: avg . deg . S G .

Recall:graph of convexpolyhedron

Proto. by Euler .
in 3D is planar .

sum of all vertex degrees = Ze ee# edges .

e=2&r - 6 for triangle faces (from Euler)

avg vertex deg . = zeya 6 toff

shadow
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Deal separately with lines 6 - 7 and lines 4 - 5.

Lines 6 - 7:  expected run time (over whole algorithm) is O(n ) 

Lines 4 - 5:  We must maintain some kind of search structure to get O(n log n ) total.

Various approaches:

- Clarkson, Shor 1989 — conflict graph

- Seidel 1991 — it’s linear programming and for d > 3, this gives a good 
  solution but for d = 3 we get back to O(n2 )

3. for i = 5 . . n
4. if pi  is inside Hi -1 do nothing else
5. locate a face F lit by pi 
6. find and delete all faces lit by pi   
7. for each horizon edge, make a new face to pi 

Theorem.  For points in random order the expected run time is O(n log n ).
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Test if point pi  is inside/outside Hi -1 (and if outside, find a lit face F )

Maintain conflict graph

conflict  =  a face f of Hi -1 is lit by an unprocessed point p

Store conflicts as a bipartite graph

What’s left:  
- how to update the conflict graph
- expected case analysis

Test if point pi  is inside/outside Hi -1 (and if outside, find a lit face F )
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pi is inside Hi- i = pi has no edge in conflictgraph
pi is outside it = pi HAS an edge

and that edge gives as a lit face
F
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Expected case analysis.

Must prove that the total expected time is O(n log n ).  This is a bit tricky.  
See [CGAA].

How to update the conflict graph.

Consider a new face f that appears when we add pi  
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Cp , f) is a conflict (i.e .
is an edge ofconflictgraph)

if f is lit by p
iff the horizon edge e is lit by p
iff a faceofHa , adj . to e is lit by p - check these .

-

zpo-ssibilih.es in 3D
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Randomized Incremental Convex Hull Algorithm

- expected run time O(n log n) in 3D

- expected run time for d >= 4 is  

and we can use linear programming instead of the conflict graph

Recall: size of convex hull (facets or whole face lattice) is 

Combining lower bound for d = 2 and lower bound due to output size, we get 
lower bound of 

So randomized incremental algorithm is optimal (it achieves the lower worst 
case bound).

Is there a deterministic (non-randomized) algorithm?

Yes.  Chazelle ’93 by derandomizing the above algorithm (choose an order of 
points that has the good properties of a random order). 

Output sensitive?  Lower bound is  Θ(h + n log h).   
Chan got O(n log h) for d = 2,3.   Seidel ’86 achieved O(n^2 + h log h) for fixed d.     

for d constant
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Dual problem

Given a set of m halfspaces in d-dimensions, find their intersection
    (as the set of vertices of the polyhedron)

Or sometimes we ask for the whole face lattice.

In fact, these two problems are the same by a duality map.

The Convex Hull problem

Given a set of n points in d-dimensions, find their convex hull 
    (as an intersection of half-spaces)

Or sometimes we ask for the whole face lattice.

The Convex Hull problem and its Dual
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Dual problem

Given a set of m halfspaces in d-dimensions, find their intersection
    (as the set of vertices of the polyhedron)

Or sometimes we ask for the whole face lattice.

The Convex Hull problem

Given a set of n points in d-dimensions, find their convex hull 
    (as an intersection of half-spaces)

Or sometimes we ask for the whole face lattice.

The Convex Hull problem and its Dual
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The Convex Hull problem and its Dual

These problems are equivalent via a duality map between points and half-planes.

point in hyperplane in

not defined for hyperplanes parallel to axis 

D
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Duality Map

point in hyperplane in

not defined for hyperplanes parallel to axis 

D

in 2D

parabola 

point p on the parabola 
maps to tangent line  

D(p )

p
q

D(q )

points at the same x-coordinate 
map to parallel lines 

q’

D(q’ )
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Duality Map

point in hyperplane in

not defined for hyperplanes parallel to axis 

D

Property of Duality Map:  incidence/side invariance

point p is above/below/on hyperplane π  
iff

point D(π ) is above/below/on hyperplane D(p ) 
 

This justifies the claim that the 
Convex Hull problem and its Dual 
problem are equivalent

where “above” defined 
relative to  
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Duality Map

point in hyperplane in

not defined for hyperplanes parallel to axis 

D

Property of Duality Map:  incidence/side invariance

point p is above/below/on hyperplane π  
iff

point D(π ) is above/below/on hyperplane D(p ) 
 

This justifies the claim 
that the Convex Hull 
problem and its Dual 
problem are equivalent

where “above” defined 
relative to  

Note: Proofs are not hard, but we’re skipping the details.
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References

- [CGAA] Chapter 11

- [O’Rourke] Chapter 4

Summary

- randomized incremental convex hull algorithm 
  O(n log n ) in 3D; optimal             in dimension d

- duality between points and hyperplanes
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